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BMW ORACLE Racing 
partners with VPLP in design 
of AC Multihull. 
The leading French multihull design firm 

of Van Peteghem / Lauriot Prévost (VPLP) are working with 
BMW ORACLE Racing’s design team in developing its new 
mulithull boat for the America’s Cup Deed of Gift match, the 
team confirmed today.  
Firm principals Vincent Lauriot Prévost and Marc Van Peteghem are integrated with the BMW 
ORACLE Racing core design team for the project. VPLP are the lead designers in conjunction with the 
BMW ORACLE Racing team, led by design coordinator Mike Drummond. BMW ORACLE Racing’s 
Michel Kermarec heads up the performance prediction and appendage design. 

  

“We are enjoying working with and learning from the vast experience of VPLP in multihulls,” 
Drummond said. “The French multihull community, in general, are leaders in these yachts and we are 
benefiting greatly. When we first looked at a multihull in the event of a Deed of Gift challenge, we were 
impressed with the record of the Groupama series of racing multihulls. Franck Cammas and VPLP 
designed yachts have been breaking speed records and leading this field, so VPLP was the natural 
choice.” 

  

Vincent Lauriot Prévost affirmed, “We are delighted to have been chosen by BMW ORACLE Racing to 
design the new multihull for the 33rd America’s Cup. To  be able to integrate our expertise in high 
performance multihull design with the experienced BMW ORACLE Racing design team, as well as with 
the construction team in the United States, is exciting and inspiring for VPLP.  

  

“We have always believed that innovation is the key to success, and working in synergy with BMW 
ORACLE, Franck Cammas, and the Groupama Team is exactly the type of challenge we thrive on. To 
see a match between these racing giants should be pure adrenalin.”
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VPLP at a glance 

  

Vincent Lauriot Prévost and Marc Van Peteghem created the VPLP office in 1983. 25 years on, VPLP is 
the world’s leading multihull design agency and the the only naval architects who specialize and design 
multihulls for all three sectors of the market: racing trimarans, luxury sailing catamarans and production 
catamarans in both power and sail.  

  

VPLP’s list of achievement is simply huge, with victories in almost all offshore multihull regattas 
including the Route du Rhum, Transat Jacques Vabre, OSTAR, and Jules Verne Trophy as well as speed 
records. 

  

Related Box 

 
More News. 

19.01.2010 
BMW ORACLE Racing takes maiden sail in Valencia. 

13.01.2010 
BMW EfficientDynamics at the America's Cup. 
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DEED OF GIFT 

This Deed of Gift, made the twenty-fourth day of October, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-seven, between George L. Schuyler as sole surviving owner 
of the Cup won by the yacht AMERICA at Cowes, England, on the twenty-second 
day of August, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-one, of the first part, and the 
New York Yacht Club, of the second part, as amended by orders of the Supreme 
Court of the State of New York dated December 17, 1956, and April 5, 1985.     
WITNESSETH 
That the said party of the first part, for and in consideration of the premises and 
of the performance of the conditions and agreements hereinafter set forth by the 
party of the second part, has granted, bargained, sold, assigned, transferred, and 
set over, and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell, assign, transfer, and 
set over, unto said party of the second part, its successors and assigns, the Cup 
won by the schooner yacht AMERICA, at Cowes, England, upon the twenty-
second day of August, 1851. To have and to hold the same to the said party of 
the second part, its successors and assigns, IN TRUST, NEVERTHELESS, for 
the following uses and purposes:  
This Cup is donated upon the conditions that it shall be preserved as a perpetual 
Challenge Cup for friendly competition between foreign countries.  
Any organized Yacht Club of a foreign country, incorporated, patented, or 
licensed by the legislature, admiralty, or other executive department, having for 
its annual regatta an ocean water course on the sea, or on an arm of the sea, or 
one which combines both, shall always be entitled to the right of sailing a match 
of this Cup, with a yacht or vessel propelled by sails only and constructed in the 
country to which the Challenging Club belongs, against any one yacht or vessel 
constructed in the country of the Club holding the Cup.  
The competing yachts or vessels, if of one mast, shall be not less than forty-four 
feet nor more than ninety feet on the load water-line; if of more than one mast 
they shall be not less than eighty feet nor more than one hundred and fifteen feet 
on the load water-line.  
The Challenging Club shall give ten months' notice, in writing, naming the days 
for the proposed races; but no race shall be sailed in the days intervening 
between November 1st and May 1st if the races are to conducted in the Northern 
Hemisphere; and no race shall be sailed in the days intervening between May 1st 
and November 1st if the races are to be conducted in the Southern Hemisphere. 
Accompanying the ten months' notice of challenge there must be sent the name 
of the owner and a certificate of the name, rig and following dimensions of the 
challenging vessel, namely, length on load water-line; beam at load water-line 
and extreme beam; and draught of water; which dimensions shall not be 



exceeded; and a custom-house registry of the vessel must also be sent as soon 
as possible. Center-board or sliding keel vessels shall always be allowed to 
compete in any race for this Cup, and no restriction nor limitation whatever shall 
be placed upon the use of such center-board or sliding keel, nor shall the center-
board or sliding keel be considered a part of the vessel for any purposes of 
measurement.  
The Club challenging for the Cup and the Club holding the same may, by mutual 
consent, make any arrangement satisfactory to both as to the dates, courses, 
number of trials, rules and sailing regulations, and any and all other conditions of 
the match, in which case also the ten months' notice may be waived.  
In case the parties cannot mutually agree upon the terms of a match, then three 
races shall be sailed, and the winner of two of such races shall be entitled to the 
Cup. All such races shall be on ocean courses, free from headlands, as follows: 
The first race, twenty nautical miles to windward and return; the second race an 
equilateral triangular race of thirty-nine nautical miles, the first side of which shall 
be a beat to windward; the third race (if necessary) twenty nautical miles to 
windward and return; and one week day shall intervene between the conclusion 
of one race and the starting of the next race. These ocean courses shall be 
practicable in all parts for vessels of twenty-two feet draught of water, and shall 
be selected by the Club holding the Cup; and these races shall be sailed subject 
to its rules and sailing regulations so far as the same do not conflict with the 
provisions of this deed of gift, but without any times allowances whatever. The 
challenged Club shall not be required to name its representative vessel until at a 
time agreed upon for the start, but the vessel when named must compete in all 
the races, and each of such races must be completed within seven hours.  
Should the Club holding the Cup be for any cause dissolved, the Cup shall be 
transferred to some Club of the same nationality, eligible to challenge under this 
deed of gift, in trust and subject to its provisions. In the event of the failure of 
such transfer within three months after such dissolution, such Cup shall revert to 
the preceding Club holding the same, and under the terms of this deed of gift. It 
is distinctly understood that the Cup is to be the property of the Club subject to 
the provisions of this deed, and not the property of the owner or owners of any 
vessel winning a match.  
No vessel which has been defeated in a match for this Cup can be again 
selected by any Club as its representative until after a contest for it by some 
other vessel has intervened, or until after the expiration of two years from the 
time of such defeat. And when a challenge from a Club fulfilling all the conditions 
required by this instrument has been received, no other challenge can be 
considered until the pending event has been decided.  
AND, the said party of the second part hereby accepts the said Cup subject to 
the said trust, terms, and conditions, and hereby covenants and agrees to and 



with said party of the first part that it will faithfully and will fully see that the 
foregoing conditions are fully observed and complied with by any contestant for 
the said Cup during the holding thereof by it; and that it will assign, transfer, and 
deliver the said Cup to the foreign Yacht Club whose representative yacht shall 
have won the same in accordance with the foregoing terms and conditions, 
provided the said foreign Club shall, by instrument in writing lawfully executed, 
enter with said part of the second part into the like covenants as are herein 
entered into by it, such instrument to contain a like provision for the successive 
assignees to enter into the same covenants with their respective assignors, and 
to be executed in duplicate, one to be retained by each Club, and a copy thereof 
to be forwarded to the said party of the second part.  
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said party of the first part has hereunto set his 
hand and seal, and the said party of the second part has caused its corporate 
seal to be affixed to these presents and the same to be signed by its Commodore 
and attested by its Secretary, the day and year first above written.  
GEORGE L. SCHUYLER, (L.S.) In the presence of THE NEW YORK YACHT 
CLUB H. D. Hamilton. by Elbridge T. Gerry, Commodore (Seal of the New York 
Yacht Club) John H. Bird, Secretary  
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Thursday, October 29, 2009 

Engine debuts aboard trimaran 

Associated Press 
 
SAN DIEGO -- Among the signs that this is going to be a radical America's Cup are the cases of motor 
oil stacked in a shipping container at challenger BMW Oracle Racing's temporary boatyard on San 
Diego Bay. 

The American syndicate took its monster trimaran for its first sail Thursday since a BMW diesel engine 
was added to run a hydraulic system that trims the boat's giant sails. 

Helmsman Jimmy Spithill said it was a different experience aboard the 90-by-90-foot boat, which was 
recently modified to add the engine toward the stern of its main hull. 

At one point out on the Pacific Ocean, Spithill said he wondered how much fuel the boat carries. 

"It's not like we can just pull up to a gas station, is it?" Spithill said. 

Defending champion Alinghi of Switzerland changed the rules earlier this year and built a 90-foot 
catamaran with an engine for running a hydraulic system to trim sails and move water ballast from one 
hull to the other. 

America's Cup boats have traditionally used manual power to trim sails. 

"The most noticeable thing was just the noise of the engine," said Spithill, who added that the only thing 
the crew usually hears is the wind whipping through the rigging. "When you're used to nothing, it stands 
out. It was a weird sensation just with the engine running all day." 

A best-of-three showdown between the bitter rivals is set to begin Feb. 8. 

On Tuesday, a New York State Supreme Court justice ruled that Ras al-Khaimah, United Arab Emirates, 
can't host the racing based on the 19th century Deed of Gift that governs the competition for the oldest 
trophy in international sports. 

The racing will likely be held in Valencia, Spain, unless Alinghi picks a Southern Hemisphere port. The 
two sides have been locked in a nasty court fight for more than two years. 

The legal bickering aside, the showdown could provide the most extreme, spectacular racing in the 158-
year history of the America's Cup. The multihulls are capable of sailing at two to 2½ times the speed of 
the wind. 

With just more than three months before racing begins, learning how to use the engine to trim sails has 
added another element to the cutting-edge boat. 

"It's amazing the amount of horsepower you can have on tap," said Spithill, an Australian in his fourth 
America's Cup campaign. "Also, in these first few days we have to be incredibly careful because the 

ESPN.com: Olympics [Print without images]
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amount of power it can generate, it can be very easy to break something." 

Spithill said the engine will be controlled by a computer. When a sail trimmer needs power, he'll press a 
button. 

"Obviously there's been a lot of work done beforehand. Now we really need to get out there and do the 
real thing," he said. "We're pretty fortunate with BMW and the support they've given us to really help us 
out with this." 

Spithill said it's hard getting used to the absence of the NFL-sized crewmen known as grinders, who turn 
the coffee-grinder winches that trim the sails. 

"There was a lot more lunch left," Spithill said. 

Eight grinders have been knocked off the boat due to the addition of the engine. They'll perform other 
tasks in the campaign. 

While some other classes of racing boats use hydraulic power to trim sails, BMW Oracle Racing skipper 
Russell Coutts, a three-time America's Cup winner, isn't happy with the introduction of engines to the 
sport's marquee event. Spithill isn't too keen on it, either. 

"I really appreciate having the guys on board grinding it out," Spithill said. "You're so used to looking 
over at the other guys; you're working hard, you've got your grinders, they've got theirs, and as a team 
you've got to physically get through a race. 

"It's going to be weird not having those guys on board," Spithill said. "We've proven we can sail in a 
breeze. We've had the boat up to 40 knots, a lot of wind and rough seas. I'd much rather have them on 
board in America's Cup racing, for sure." 
 

ESPN.com: Help | PR Media Kit | Sales Media Kit | Report a Bug | Corrections | Contact Us | Site Map | Mobile | ESPN Shop | Jobs 
at ESPN | Supplier Information 
©2009 ESPN Internet Ventures. Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and Safety Information/Your California Privacy Rights are 
applicable to you. All rights reserved.  
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GOLDEN GATE YACHT CLUB 
fl Yacht Road, San Francisco, Califwnia USA 94123 

L is with much pleasure tbat the Golden Gate Yacht Club (GGYC) 
haeby formally challenges SoFiBik Nautique de Genhve (SNG) to a 
match for the America's Cup. - 

(d) is a member of om national sailing authority, US SAILING; and 



SNG GENEVE t 4 1 2 2  7 0 7 0 5 0 9  

I 

To comply with the ~ ~ r n e n t s  of the Deed of Cr& that ten months' 
! 
? 

notice be given, and recognkiiog tha period permitted by the Deed of Gift 
i; for a match in the Northern Hemisphere, we name 4 July 2008 as the date 

of the b t  race, 6 July 2001 and 8 July 2008 as the dates for the second 
and, if necessary, third mces, GGYC acknowledges that the Deed ofGifi 
contemp1ates negotiations between the Chalkenga and the Defender that 
may alter aad supplement these hrmq and nothing in this Challenge is 

f 
intended to cirmmvent comemual negotiatiions in the spirit of the Deed 

n' of Gift toward a Protocol camparable in swpe, and similar in temq to 
that used for the 32nd America% Cup. Hoviever, should SNG be 
mwi1ling to participate in h e  establishment of a Protoc~1 through a 
consensual process, tben the match shall proceed as expressly set forth ia 
the D d  oPGiR. 

Also in am-e with t6e r e q u i r e m ~  ofthe Deed of Gi& attached is 
F the Cerlificate as to the name, rig and spified dimensions ofthe 
? 
I, challenging vessel. The 4Custom Howd' registry of the challenging 
1 vessel will be sent as soon ss possible. It ig again achow1adged that the 

I dimensions of the chdlenging and defending vessel for the p m p ~ d  
match may be altered as a mdt of the consensnal process contemplated 

! 
L in the Deed of Trust - pmvided that SNG is  w i b g  to anme in that 
1 process. 
t; 

I Staff Comodm 
1 Golden Gate Yacht Club 
I 
E I: 
c 



11.  JUL. 2 0 0 7  1 8 : 1 2  S N G  G E N E V E  t 4 1 2 2  7 0 7 0 5 0 9  

I, Chmmdxe Young, certify the details set out below as to the 
name, rig and specified dimeasions of the keel yacM to npresmt Goldem 
Gats Yacht Club k a mstch for the Amerioa's Cup to be ssiled in 
accordance: with the Notice of Challenge h5:mwih 

(b) Beam at Load Waterline - 90 feet 

(c) Extreme Beam - 90 feet 

(d) ]Draught of wata (hull dm.@ - 3 feet 

For the Golden Gate Y ~ l u b ,  

k 
'-,- 

Norbert Bajurin, Staff ~#nmdore 
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America's Cup skippers reflect and look to future at Monaco Forum 
7:31 PM Fri 11 Dec 2009 GMT  
 

 
Two long time friends Alinghi skipper and CEO Brad Butterworth (NZL) and BMW Oracle 
Racing CEO, Russell Coutts both addressed the America's Cup session at the World Yacht 
Racing Forum in Monaco.  
 
Both gave presentations on their respective Defence and Challenge and the participated in a forum 
on the future, shape and options for the 34th America's Cup.  
 
More than 500 delegates walked into the Grimaldi Forum auditorium for the event's Grand Finale, 
the long expected America’s Cup session.  
 
CEO of BMW ORACLE Racing, Russell Coutts was first on the podium, on the heels of a 
magnificent slide show from team photographer Gilles Martin-Raget (FRA), Coutts opened by 
speaking about the BOR 90, the powerful trimaran his team has designed and built to race in the 
Match. Featuring for a sail the biggest wing ever built, Coutts called the boat a triumph of 
imagination, design and engineering. He also paid tribute to Alinghi's catamaran.  
 
 
Coutts spoke with enthusiasm about his trimaran’s wing – 'bigger than any wing ever built 
including airplanes.' Coutts spoke at lengths about his passion for the America’s Cup, and the 
characteristics that made it so dear to him.  
 
Some of the lessons for the future lie in the past', he claimed. 'Fremantle was one of the most 
exciting America’s Cups ever. Auckland showed the benefits of a custom built harbour, and the 
importance of a strong local support. Finally, Valencia illustrated the benefits of a global 
management for both the Challengers series and the America’s Cup. All those events were very 
successful in their way. I have one question', he concluded: 'why change such a successful format?' 
 
 
'I think in another 100 years, people might look back and see the BOR 90 and Alinghi 5 in the 
same way we now look at Reliance and Shamrock - as two of the most extreme Cup yachts of all 
time and landmarks in the Cup's rich history,' he said.  
 
He went on to talk about the disputes that have plagued the Cup since July 2007, but paid a 

Sail-World.com News

'Brad Butterworth, Skipper and Vice-President, Team 
Alinghi debates The America’s Cup, what is the future for 
the Challengers at the 2009 World Yacht Racing Forum 
2009 at the Grimaldi Forum in Monaco.'    onEdition © 
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personal tribute to Butterworth, his previous tactician, saying: 'Throughout these past two years, 
our team has tried not to personalise our differences. The fact that friendships have remained is a 
sign of how robust the links are between many of the people at BMW ORACLE and Alinghi. Thank 
you Brad, for still being Brad.'  
 
Looking towards the future, Coutts said establishing neutral management for the event would be 
critical. In fact, he said, the next America's Cup must be guided by the principles of neutrality, 
fairness and mutual consent between the Defender and challengers.  
 
'The simplicity of the Deed is its beauty, particularly the words ‘mutual consent’,' Coutts noted. 'It 
works.  
 
 
'The first step to a healthier future has to be truly independent management of the sporting issues. 
I believe this as does Larry Ellison, who has made a public pledge to have professional and 
independent management if BMW ORACLE is successful.'  
 
This seemed to match up with what the majority of Cup teams want, if the group panel discussion 
which followed was anything to go by. A point repeated time and again was that the class of boat, 
for example, should be something the majority of the teams support.  
 
Coutts closed his talk by emphasising that much of what of the America's Cup community wants 
can be achieved under the terms of the existing Deed of Gift.  
 
'All it takes is a commitment to Mutual Consent. The two most beautiful words in the Deed of Gift.'  
 
Brad Butterworth, CEO and Skipper of Alinghi, followed Coutts on stage and reminded the 
audience about the ground rules of the event.  
 
four-time America’s Cup winner reminded the audience of the ground rules of the 33rd America’s 
Cup: 'The founding document of the America’s Cup is the Deed of Gift. The rules of engagement 
can be amended if the parties agree by mutual consent, the highly successful 32nd America’s Cup 
being one example. However, in this case, there is no mutual consent and that means the rules are 
those of the defending yacht club and the defender chooses the venue. The challenger decides the 
boat and the date.'  
 
He spoke with enthusiasm of the Alinghi 5 catamaran, highlighting some of the huge figures the 
crew sailing onboard is dealing with daily: the gennaker is 1,100m2 – one of three largest in the 
world – the compression on the mast is equivalent to 50 SUVs stacked on top of each other on a 
foundation slightly bigger than a tennis ball… The underlying message was that these boats are at 
the cutting edge of technology and are fun to sail: 'In the future,' he said, 'we should seriously 
consider a multi-challenge America’s Cup on multihulls.'  
 
He confirmed that Alinghi will be ready to race on 8 February 2010 whether the race is in Valencia 
or in Ras Al Khaimah and expressed a wish: 'I would hope that whoever loses is magnanimous and 
stands aside to allow the new defender and the challengers to move forward unfettered by 
lawsuits.'  
 
He outlined Alinghi’s vision for the future to the challenger discussion panel that followed, saying: 'I 
think everyone realises the success of the 32nd America’s Cup and it would be a great footprint to 
build from. If we are lucky enough to win it again, then we would love to have a multi-national, 
multi-challenge 34th America’s Cup and we would like to discuss the type of boat with the 
challengers.  
 
 
Nicolo Bastianini, Paul Cayard, Magnus Holmberg, Stephan Kandler, Sotiris Buseas and Marcus 
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Hutchinson then joined Coutts and Butterworth on stage for a debate about the future of the event 
after AC 33.  
 
Talking on behalf of their respective teams, all panellists expressed clear – yet solvable - 
differences regarding the format, dates and type of boat to use for the next edition of the regatta. 
On the other hand all panellists agreed that an independent management was necessary, Brad 
Butterworth reminding his colleagues that its establishment would be difficult due to the complexity 
of the event.  
 
Led by Paul Cayard, the speakers then unanimously endorsed the idea to rapidly create an official 
group of challengers and to start working concretely, together, on a Protocol for the next America’s 
Cup. A promising achievement in the current context and after two years of legal battles.  
 
 
 
 
by Alinghi, BMW Oracle and World Yacht Racing Forum  
 

Print This Page  

Click on thumbnails to enlarge and find more photos: 

      

  

 
 
Related News Stories: 

 

 

21 Jan 2010 Alinghi: countdown to the 33rd America's Cup 

20 Jan 2010 America's Cup: Alinghi 5 and USA-17 sail off Valencia - Video 

20 Jan 2010 America's Cup heads for the International Jury Room 

20 Jan 2010 BMW ORACLE Racing takes maiden sail in Valencia as 'USA' 

20 Jan 2010 Images of Valencia: US Challenger has her first sail 

19 Jan 2010 Images of Valencia: Raising the Wingsail on America's Cupper 

19 Jan 2010 Alinghi fail to accept America's Cup agreement, Court action expected 

18 Jan 2010 Gladwell’s Line: Russell Coutts on the America's Cup bunny hunt 

18 Jan 2010 America's Cup Defender refutes claims made over negotiations 

17 Jan 2010 BMW Oracle to sail without wingsail, initially 
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Sail-World.com is the largest sailing website in the southern hemisphere. 
It provides detailed news on races and regattas in Australia and around the world.. 

You can subscribe online to receive Olympic, Paralympic and regular Sail-World newsletters in text or html (graphical) versions. 
 

This site and its contents are © Copyright sail-world.com. All Rights Reserved.  
Contact us at media@sail-world.com, ph: +61 2 4977 2116, fax: +61 2 4977 2528  
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AMERICA’S CUP CLASS RULE

Version 4.0

October 19, 2000

This Rule is adopted by the Challenger of Record and the
Defender for America’s Cup XXXI

on behalf of the Defender

on behalf of the Challenger of Record

               October 19 ,2000                         ACC Technical Director

COPYRIGHT 2000
by  the

CHALLENGER OF RECORD AND DEFENDER (“CORD”)
for

AMERICA’S CUP XXXI
All Rights Reserved
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SECTION F  -  SAILS

33.  SAILS - GENERAL

33.1 The yacht shall be sloop rigged with one mast only.

33.2 Except as otherwise prescribed in the class rule, sails shall be made and measured in
accordance with the ISAF Guide to Sail Measurement 1997-2000.

33.3 Non-woven and multi-ply sails are permitted.

33.4 Reinforcement of a sail may be of any size and any number of layers provided it is flexible
and capable of being folded without damaging the sail or reinforcement. “Damage” being
defined as, apart from clearly visible structural failure, failure of the sail to return to near flat
after being folded. Local reinforcement and/or padding at spreader patches and similar
chafing areas individually not exceeding 1.0 sq metre may be any material provided it is
flexible and capable of being folded without damaging the sail or reinforcement and  shall not
be limited by class rule 33.5(a).

33.5 Specifically prohibited are:

(a)  artificially thickened sails, eg. foamed sails; and

(b)  multiple-surface sails, whether inflated by the action of the wind or otherwise.

33.6 A headsail (genoa, jib, or any other contrivance for extending the sail to other than staysail or
spinnaker) shall not have a club-foot or foot-yard, nor have more than one sheet triangular
shape.

33.7 For  single-round events (eg., World Championships), unless otherwise specified in the
Notice of Race, the maximum number of sails permitted to be measured and used in that
regatta shall be 15.

33.8 For multiple-round events (eg. the America's Cup Trials and Match with the America’s Cup
Match being the final round of multiple round event),  the maximum number of sails permitted
to be measured shall be 60. Furthermore only 30 of the possible 60 sails shall be able to be
registered to be used in the America’s Cup Match. Once a sail is measured it shall remain
part of the measured inventory for the duration of the event.

33.9 Sail damage or loss shall not be grounds for replacement of measured sails. In the case of a
natural catastrophe beyond the reasonable control of a yacht, the measurement committee,
in consultation with the jury and the event organisers, may allow additional sails to be
measured and used. Natural catastrophe in this sense does not include wear and tear,
damage or loss which results from the sailing activities of the yacht.

33.10 Sail repairs and alterations to sails measured for an event as defined in class rules 33.7 and
33.8 are permitted with specific approval of the regatta measurement committee and in
accordance with the following limitations:

(a) no more than 10% of the original projected area of fabric of any mainsail, genoa, jib
or staysail may be replaced,

(b) no more than 20% of the original surface area of fabric of any spinnaker may be
replaced

(c) No measured dimension, excluding CO and E1 on mainsails, of any sail may be
altered by more than 10% from its original measurement. Alterations to CO and E1
on mainsails is not limited.

For the purpose of this rule “original” means the area or dimension(s) of a sail when first measured.

34.  MEASURED SAIL AREA (see also class rule 8)
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(ii) the intersection of a line parallel to an imaginary stay with the forward side of the
mast to the forward end of J through any contrivance which supports a
spinnaker halyard forward of the face of the mast.

Vertical rollers which are offset from the centreline and are parallel to the centreline of
the mast and each side of the spinnaker halyard sheave do not constitute a contrivance
which supports the halyard forward of the mast provided they are of a size and offset
forward of the mast commensurate with their function of only providing a fair lead for the
halyard onto the halyard sheave.

30.  SAILS - GENERAL

30.1 Sails shall be measured in accordance with Appendix G.

30.2 Subject to ACC Rule 33.3, non-woven and multi-ply sails are permitted.

30.3 (a) Within 700 mm of the head point, clew point, or tack point, reinforcement can be any
number of layers of fabric, webbing, or similar materials.  Any rigid materials used in these
areas shall comply with the sail hardware dimensional constraints of ACC Rule 30.4.

(b) Beyond 700 mm from the head point, clew point, or tack point, a sail shall be flexible and
capable of being folded without damaging the sail or reinforcement.

(c) Spreader patches and similar chafing areas may have a single protective ply of fabric of
any size of up to 300 grams/m2 placed on each side of the sail. Any additional plies of
fabric or padding in the spreader impact zone beyond two layers of 300 grams/m2 material
shall be limited in area to 1.0 sq metre on each side of the sail. This reinforcement shall be
flexible and capable of being folded without being damaged or damaging the sail.

For the purposes of ACC Rule 30.3, damage is defined as, apart from clearly visible structural
failure, failure of the sail to return to near flat after being folded.

30.4 The dimension of any sail hardware, in any direction, shall not exceed 250 mm.

30.5 Specifically prohibited are:

(a)  artificially thickened sails, eg. foamed sails or rigid sails; and

(b) multiple-surface sails, whether inflated by the action of the wind or otherwise, except
battens and batten pockets as provided in ACC Rule 34.

30.6 The head of any sail, when normally set, shall be in close proximity to the mast.

30.7 Sail repairs and alterations to sails measured for an event are permitted with specific approval of
a regatta measurement committee and in accordance with the following limitations:

(a) no more than 10% of the original projected area of fabric of any mainsail, genoa, jib or
staysail may be replaced;

(b) no more than 20% of the original surface area of fabric of any spinnaker may be
replaced;

(c) no measured dimension, excluding CO and E1 on mainsails, of any sail may be altered
by more than 10% from its original measurement. Alterations to CO and E1 on mainsails
is not limited;

(d) for the purpose of this rule “original” means the area or dimension(s) of a sail when first
measured.
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ON THE WATER | SPOTLIGHT ON BOATING 

America's Cup might end up a shell of former self 
By Bill Center, UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER 

Monday, December 7, 2009 at 12:25 a.m. 

For more than three decades, as a member of a winning crew and later as a respected television commentator, Gary 
Jobson has been a part of the America’s Cup. 

Now the president of US Sailing, the sport’s governing body in the United States, Jobson is concerned that the 
prolonged legal battle between billionaires Ernesto Bertarelli and Larry Ellison has done long-term damage to the 
event. 

“I am very disappointed in the events that have taken place since the last America’s Cup in Valencia,” said Jobson. 

“Bertarelli has been wrong every step of the way. Ellison has been right. But I wish he had done more to find a 
compromise. It’s going to be hard in the present environment for the America’s Cup to soon rebound.” 

Like most everyone in the sailing game, Jobson is looking forward to the actual match between the BMW Oracle 
trimaran, which has concluded its training off San Diego, and the massive catamaran that will sail for Bertarelli’s 
Alinghi defenders. 

But he worries about what is beyond next February’s showdown (probably off Valencia, Spain). 

“It’s been all wrong and the public is turned off as a result,” said Jobson. “The guys who wrote the Deed of Gift were 
clear that the America’s Cup was meant to be a friendly competition between countries.” 

Now the event is controlled by billionaires. Smaller teams have been driven out. And the “national” part of the 
equation hs been scuttled. 

“For the America’s Cup to be viable to the general public, we have to see national crews competing. The American 
boat should be sailed by Americans just like the New Zealand boat by New Zealanders. 

“And the costs must come down to reasonable amounts that people can relate too, not $125 million for a campaign. 
Dennis Conner did it in Australia 20 years ago for $15 million, which is probably $25 million in today’s dollars. But 
you get the idea. 

“Right now, it’s not an event that people can relate too. I hear that wherever I go to speak, and usually I’m talking to 
sailing people.” 

Jobson is right. 

As incredible a development as the BMW Oracle trimaran is — 90-foot waterline with a 90-foot beam and a solid 
wing soaring 190 feet above the hulls — it is not sustainable as an America’s Cup.
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Still, it is an incredible boat. As the team closed its San Diego base last week and prepared to head for its showdown 
with Alinghi (the site still hasn’t been finalized), I had the chance to take one last look at the wing that is BMW 
Oracle’s sail. 

Replacing sails with hard wings on multihulls is not new technology. Long before Dennis Conner’s winged catamaran 
sailed to victory in the 1988 America’s Cup mismatch off Point Loma, fixed wings had been used on C Class 
catamarans, ice boats and land yachts. 

But the BMW Oracle wing unveiled last month pushes the envelope. 

“We’re exploring new dimensions,” BMW Oracle skipper Russell Coutts said recently as he nervously watched two 
cranes maneuvering the massive wing in the America’s Cup team’s training compound. 

The trimaran’s solid wing is longer in length than any single wing ever employed on an aircraft. Why has BMW gone 
to a fixed wing over a traditional mast and sail? 

“Essentially, the wing gives us the same force as the sail we were using,” said Coutts. “But it is much smaller than the 
sail and much more efficient.” 

The wing has greatly reduced the amount of time and distance it takes to tack the trimaran. 

“You can complete a tack much faster with the wing than the sail,” said Coutts. “That eliminates both a loss in time 
that it takes you to tack and adjusts the distance you need to sail to complete a tack.” 

The wing is not the only major change made to the BOR trimaran during its 16 months in San Diego. 

One of the few decisions going in favor of the Alinghi defenders during the prolonged — and contentious — court 
battle has allowed the rivals to add engines to assist in everything but propelling the adversaries in next year’s one-on-
one America’s Cup match. 

The BOR trimaran is now outfitted with a BMW diesel that powers the winches used to trim the boat’s winches as 
well as all the electronics and hydraulics. 

Of course, the diesel has eliminated the need of eight crewmen — all grinders — traditionally needed to power the 
winches. 

“One of the toughest days we’ve had was when we had to tell the eight grinders they were coming off the boat because 
of the court ruling that allowed the engines,” said Coutts. “It’s not really the way you want to sail an America’s Cup. 

“I mean, the America’s Cup is about the team and the crew. Hopefully, when this (America’s Cup) is behind us, the 
engines on the boat will be gone and we’ll be back to what it should be about.” 

Turkey champions 

San Diego County skippers won three in three featured classes during Alamitos Bay Yacht Club’s annual Turkey Day 
regatta. 

Evan Hoffman of Mission Bay YC won the single-handed Laser division. Nevin Snow of San Diego YC won the 
shorter-rig Laser Radial division. And the Coronado YC tandem of skipper Sterling and crew Hans Henken won the 
49er title. 

In the junior classes, Cole Baker of MBYC won the Sabot B title and Grace Yakutis of CYC won the Sabot C-2 title. 

Picking up seconds were Philip Lozier, CYC (Laser) and Olin Paine, MBYC (Laser Radial). 
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Secret weapon revealed by 
BMW ORACLE Racing. 
The latest development by the BMW 
ORACLE Racing team was unveiled 

today when an enormous wing was prepared to be wheeled out of 
the tent at the team base in San Diego. 
The wing will be tested as an option to increase performance compared with a traditional soft sail rig as 
previously sea-trialed on the BOR 90, the 90-foot trimaran the team has built for the 33rd America’s 
Cup. 

  

The construction of the wing took place at Core Builders, the team’s boatbuilding facility in Anacortes, 
Washington, with finishing work completed at the team base in San Diego. 

  

“This was a massive undertaking,” said Tim Smyth (NZL), who, along with Mark Turner (NZL), has 
been overseeing the wing construction team in Anacortes and in San Diego. 

  

“Building a wing of this size was something new for all of us, and we’re proud our guys were able to 
rise to the challenge.” 

  

A wing of this scale has never been built for a race boat. In terms of size, the wing on BOR 90 dwarfs 
those on modern aircraft. Towering nearly 190 ft (57 m) above the deck, it is 80 percent bigger than a 
wing on a 747 airplane (102 ft / 31 m).  

  

The primary advantage of the wing over a soft sail is that it is easier to control and does not distort. This 
makes it easier for the trimmers on board to maintain an optimum aerofoil shape in a wide range of 
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conditions. 

  

Full-scale, on-the-water testing of the wing will begin later this week as the team resumes sea trials in 
preparation for the 33rd America’s Cup Match in February. 

Related Box 

 
More News. 

19.01.2010 
BMW ORACLE Racing takes maiden sail in Valencia. 

13.01.2010 
BMW EfficientDynamics at the America's Cup. 
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MR. YOUNGWOOD: That's why I asked the 

witness those questions. 

The measurement itself of their boat will 

take place at the venue, close -- reasonably close to 

the date of the race. However, that's the normal way 

it's done, and we don't know that we can compel them 

to submit to those measurements earlier. 

But I will make this offer, your Honor. 

If they want to eliminate doubt and speculation and 

risk of showing up with a boat that doesn't match, 

we'll measure it early and work with them. 

We don't want to disqualify them, but we 

do want them to match what they promised us two years 

ago. 

THE COURT: Let me hear from the other 

side. 

MR. KEARNEY: Right at the outset, your 

Honor, I want to bring us back to the hearing, the 

last time we were here on July 21st, when I think the 

transcript will show, I've been able to get it, that 

the both the Court and Mr. Ostrager agreed that, at 

the time of challenge, the challenger's boat does not 

have to be in existence. I believe your Honor 

recognized that in the transcript, where, referring 

to Mercury Bay's decision, it says that the 
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challenging boat can be built after the challenge, 

your Honor. 

MR. YOUNGWOOD: Yes -- 

THE COURT: I'm not so clear. 

And it does seem to me, in reading it and 

in reading the deed of trust, that that may not be 

the case, but, certainly, that there is an advantage 

to the defender and the defender has the ability to 

designate its boat on the day of the race. And I 

believe, by inference, that's not the case with the 

challenger. 

MR. KEARNEY: That's correct. "The 

challenger must," as a quote from the Court of 

Appeals decision said, "The challenger must set forth 

specifics of its challenging vessel," as it did in 

the certificate that was put in, which then gives the 

defender the opportunity to, for 10 months, to build 

their boat. And they don't have to show their boat 

until the day of the race. 

Now, let me just say -- 

THE COURT: But Mercury Bay goes further 

than that. It states that it gives the advantage to 

the defender, to some degree, because the challenger 

had had years to build its boat. It gives the 

defender the 10 months to build its boat, once it 
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knows what it -- what the challenger's boat is. 

But that hasn't happened in this case. 

MR. KEARNEY: You're right to this extent, 

your Honor. 

This is what Mercury Bay indeed says, that 

the defender has the advantage, once it knows what? 

Once it knows the dimensions that are set forth in 

the certificate. They've got the advantage then that 

they can come up with any boat, like they did -- 

Mercury Bay, they came up with a boat that the 

challenger didn't conceive of. 

Let me just say -- stick with this -- 

stick with the deed just a minute. 

THE COURT: Mercury Bay dealt with -- the 

second piece of Mercury Bay dealt with a catamaran. 

type of It wasn't the -- it did mention it was the 

boat, the design -- 

MR. KEARNEY: The whole point o the "as 

soon as possible" language -- remember, it was an 

amendment to the deed. The whole point of that was 

to prevent what's happening right now. 

And I'm going to explain that in a moment. 

The whole point of saying that you must 

first give the certificate, but you do not have to 

give the CHR, that's what the amendment was. It had 
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GOLDEN GATE YACHT CLUB 
Index No.:602446/2007 

Plaintiff, 
-against- DECISION and 

ORDER 
SOCIETE NAUTIQUE DE GENEVE, 

Defendant, 

CLUB NAUTICO ESPAROL DE VELA, 

KORNREICH, SHIRLEY WERNER, J.: 

Sociktk Nautique de Genkve (SNG) is the defending holder and plaintiff Golden Gate 

Yacht Club (Golden Gate) is the challenger for the 331d America’s Cup (Race). By Decision and 

Order dated July 29,2009, the court ordered the parties to appear for an evidentiary hearing on 

August 10,2009, to present evidence regarding the phrase “as soon as possible” as used in the 

Deed of Gift governing the America’s Cup. The phrase speaks to when the challenger must 

provide the defending holder of the Cup with a Custom House Registry (CHR) specific to the 

vessel the challenger will use in the Race. Thus, the CHR would identify the vessel which is to 

be raced. Familiarity with the court’s July 29,2009 Decision is presumed. 

At the hearing, plaintiff Golden Gate presented a single witness. Defendant SNG 

presented no witnesses. 

The Hearing Evidence 

Golden Gate’s witness, Thomas L. Willis, the Director of the Coast Guard’s National 

Vessel Documentation Center (NVDC) from 1994 to 2008, testified as follows. The Coast Guard 



issues Certificates of Documentation (CODs) at the NVDC. The COD now substitutes for a CHR 

and is virtually identical in content. During his tenure, Willis was the final arbiter of the issuance 

of CODs. He, previously, had served as the chief of the Merchant Documentation and Tonnage 

Survey branch of the Merchant Vessel and Documentation Division of the Coast Guard, among 

other positions. He has lectured and testified regarding the issuance of CODs. 

Willis explained that the primary purpose of a COD is to evidence nationality and that it 

cannot be issued until construction on a vessel and sea trials are completed. Willis defined 

“completed” as meaning completed for its intended use, and “sea trials” as the period during 

which a vessel is tested to see if it is going to meet the requirements for which it was built. The 

regulations do not require the vessel owner to apply for a COD before the sea trials are done, as 

long as the vessel is not engaged in coastwise trade or fisheries. Any vessel over five tons and 

owned by an American is eligible for documentation. 

In Willis’ opinion, construction would not be considered completed where: an engine is 

being installed; the vessel’s manual power system for trimming the sails is being removed; 

movable water ballast systems are being installed; skin friction reduction technology is being 

installed; and sea trials have revealed structural features which require re-engineering or 

changing the volume of the hulls. An application for issuance of a COD, however, can be filed 

before the vessel is completed,. The COD would not issue, however, until the NVDC has 

received all of the necessary supporting documentation, including a Builder’s Certificate and a 

Tonnage Certificate. 

A Builder’s Certificate describes the particulars of the build and the identity of the 

vessel’s owner. It is issued and title is transferred when the vessel is completed. It is not issued 

until the owner and builder are in agreement that the vessel is completed and delivery has been 

2 



made. A Tonnage Certificate is required for vessels over 79 feet that are going to undertake a 

foreign voyage. It can be issued prior to completion if the tonnage surveyor can assess the 

accuracy of the drawings. Nothing can be out of place that affects tonnage. If the weight changes, 

a new Tonnage Certificate will be required. 

For recreational vessels, it now takes about one month to issue a COD after all of the 

documents have been received. A COD can be issued within one or two days for commercial 

vessels. Moreover, the COD can be expedited where the vessel will have to go through Customs. 

Willis viewed a video and pictures of Golden Gate’s boat and opined that it is a “vessel” 

for which a COD could be filed. He described changes that could permissibly be made to a vessel 

after the COD has been issued as including new sails or new masts, but not structural work. He 

admitted that changes can be made in bulkheads and the volume of the hull that would not 

change the 90 foot length on load waterline. If changes are to tonnage, however, a new Tonnage 

Certificate would be necessary. 

A Notice of Challenge in the Race and a COD both contain the name of the vessel, and 

entries for the length, breadth and depth of the vessel. Although the breadth measurement on the 

COD is the same as the extreme beam measurement on the Notice of Challenge, the length and 

depth measurements are different measurements. On a COD the length measurement is closer to 

the overall length of the vessel, and the depth measurement is the depth of the hull, not just the 

portion in the water as required on the Notice of Challenge. Also, the COD has the gross and net 

tonnage, information not on the Notice of Challenge. 

In addition to documents already filed in the litigation, the parties submitted the following 

documents: The Equipment Rules of sailing for 2009-2012 issued by the International Sailing 

Federation; SNG’s measurement procedures for the 33rd America’s Cup, posted August 6,2009; 
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a picture of Golden Gate’s vessel, the BOR 90; an on-line release by BMW Oracle about an 

August 1 1 th “special event” to celebrate its team; a representative COD application; a blank 

Builder’s Certification; a representative COD; and an additional copy of Golden Gate’s Notice of 

Challenge. 

Argument by Counsel 

SNG’s counsel argued that when Golden Gate issued the Notice of Challenge they had to 

have a specific boat in mind with specific dimensions, and that the vessel Golden Gate ultimately 

races must match what they originally notice. SNG offered to measure Golden Gate’s vessel 

early and not wait until the date of the match. SNG posted its measuring rules early to dispel any 

notion that they were going to try to disqualify Golden Gate. SNG does not want Golden Gate to 

be disqualified, just that they meet the 90 by 90 dimensions they included in the Notice of 

Challenge. Counsel emphasized that SNG wants the COD immediately because they are entitled 

to it under the Deed and because they want to see whether the boat Golden Gate intends to race 

matches the measurements provided in the Notice of Challenge. Counsel argued that the 

challenger’s boat may not be smaller than the originally provided dimensions. 

Golden Gate’s counsel argued that the vessel did not have to be in existence at the time of 

the challenge. Counsel acknowledged that the vessel must not exceed the original dimensions 

provided in the challenge. Although SNG had said it would not use measurement rules to 

disqualify the challenger, under SNG’s posted rules the ballast in the boat when it is measured 

must remain in the same place during the race, which would necessarily exclude movable ballast. 

Also, the rules of the International Sailing Federation (ISF) and SNG’s measurement rules differ 

regarding the method for measurement; the ISF measures the waterline from the fiont of the hull 
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to the end, but under ‘s SNG rules, which refer to the “yacht” as opposed to the “hull,” the rudder 

would be included in the measurement. 

Golden Gate’s Counsel also argued that CODs are used to establish nationality and not to 

help the defender develop its boat. In the America’s Cup race held immediately after the Deed of 

Gift was amended to add the “as soon as possible” language regarding provision of a CHR, the 

CHR was provided seven weeks before the race. In subsequent races the CHR was provided six 

weeks before the race, then two weeks, then three months. Counsel represented that Golden Gate 

would try to get the COD by November, that the boat on its website - BOR 90 -- is the boat it 

will race and that the owner will be Oracle Racing.. The boat is not yet completed as Golden 

Gate is still making changes to be competitive with SNG’s boat. They are adding power for 

raising, lowering and trimming the sails, as well as movable ballast. 

Counsel for the parties agreed to communicate regarding the measurement rules and 

whether clarification would be necessary. The court offered to intercede at the parties’ request. 

To date no such request has been made. 

Discussion 

The vessel of an America’s Cup challenger is by nature a yacht undergoing intense 

technical development. Obtaining a COD’, it can be argued, would freeze many of the significant 

development options for the challenging yacht at the time that measurement is performed. The 

Deed of Gift requires the challenger to provide the vessel’s critical dimensions in the Notice of 

Challenge. It does not appear that the COD information is intended to provide the defender with 

The court will use the term “Certificate of Documentation,” or “COD” as it is the current 1 

name of the required certificate, as opposed to the name “Custom House Registry” originally 
used in the Deed of Gift. 
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additional significant information, but rather to help confirm that the as-built measurements of 

the challenging vessel correspond to those in the Notice of Challenge. 

The court credits the testimony of Golden Gate’s witness Thomas Willis and finds that: a 

COD will not be issued until submission of a Builder’s Certificate and a Tonnage Certificate to 

the NVDC; that a Builder’s Certificate is issued after a vessel and sea trials are completed; that 

“completed” means completed for intended use; and that construction is not “completed” where a 

vessel is undergoing structural change, such as adding a movable ballast system or an engine to 

mechanically trim the sails. Counsel for Golden Gate represented that the vessel undergoing sea 

trials and identified as BOR 90 is the America’s Cup vessel it intends to race, and that the owner 

is Oracle, but that a COD is premature because the vessel is undergoing structural changes to add 

movable ballast and mechanized rigging systems. Under these circumstances the court agrees that 

the vessel is not completed for purposes of a COD. 

Although the Deed of Gift, as recognized by the Court of Appeals in Mercury Bay 

Boating Club, Inc. v. San Diego Yacht Club, 76 NY2d 256 (1990), gives the defender ten 

months’ notice of the challenger’s critical measurements, it does not preclude the challenger 

from making structural changes to the vessel that do not increase the dimensions stated in the 

Notice of Challenge. Willis testified that changes can be made in bulkheads and the volume of 

the hull that would not change the 90 foot length on load waterline. If Golden Gate does make 

changes that increase the dimensions from those originally noticed, then the vessel will be 

disqualified. Until the vessel is completed, however, a COD cannot be obtained. 

The court is bound by the Deed of Gift, a document dating back to the 19’ Century and 

one the court must strictly construe. Mercury Bay, Id. The Deed provides, in relevant part, that 

The Challenging Club shall give ten months’ notice, in writing, naming the days 
for the proposed races * * * Accompanying the ten months’ notice of challenge 
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there must be sent the name of the owner and a certificate of the name, rig, and 
following dimensions of the challenging vessel, namely, length on load water- 
line; beam at load water-line and extreme beam; and draught of water, which 
dimensions shall not be exceeded.. . . . 

There is no additional language from which the court can attribute the proscription against 

exceeding the measurements. 

On the other hand, the Deed of Gift provides that should the challenging and defending 

clubs not “mutually consent” to the details of the Race, the race “shall be sailed subject to the 

rules and sailing regulations [of the defending club] so far as the same do not conflict with the 

provisions” of the Deed of Gift. Nowhere in the Deed of Gift is mention made of the ISAF rules. 

As Willis testified, measurement of length of the vessel on the COD is different from the 

measurement on the Notice of Challenge, since the means for taking the measurement differs. 

Similarly, measurement under the ISAF rules may differ from the measurement rules for the 33‘d 

America’s Cup pursuant to the Deed of Gift. 

Allowing the challenger to continue construction after it issues the Notice of Challenge, 

and to reduce the size of the vessel below the noticed measurements, does appear to be 

inconsistent with the distinct advantage afforded the defender by the Deed’s requirement of ten 

months’ notice, but the court is mindful of the simpler state of technology that existed when the 

deed was drafted. There was only so much the challenger could do to its vessel once it learned 

the details of the defender’s vessel, which under the Deed do not have to be revealed until the 

date of the match. 

It is not only advances in technology, but the unsportsmanlike behavior of Golden Gate 

that has resulted in substantially reducing SNG’s advantage as originally contemplated by the 

Deed. Nonetheless, Golden Gate’s actions are not contrary to law or sanctionable in this limited 

forum. Because Golden Gate’s vessel is still being constructed and the Deed permits the 
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challenger to continue construction after the Notice of Challenge has been issued, the court will 

not compel Golden Gate to obtain a COD within a specific period of time. To do so would be 

contrary to the Deed and counterproductive. Willis explained that even if Golden Gate had the 

necessary supporting paperwork for issuance of a COD and one was issued, subsequent structural 

changes to the vessel would require issuance of an amended COD. Therefore, issuance of the 

COD does not freeze the vessel in time. The court does find that Golden Gate must complete its 

vessel sufficiently in advance of the challenge date to allow for the approximate one month delay 

in obtaining a COD from the NVDC, and Golden Gate must provide SNG with the actual, final 

COD at least two weeks prior to the challenge date. Accordingly, it is 

ORDERED that SNG’s Order to Show Cause why Golden Gate should not be 

disqualified for failure to provide SNG with a CHR (COD) is denied. 

Date: September 18,2009 
New York, N. Y. 

I J 
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Section F – Rig Definitions 

F.1 GENERAL RIG TERMS 

F.1.1 Rig 

The spars, spreaders, rigging, fittings and any corrector weights. 

F.1.2 Rig Types 

(a) UNA RIG 

 A single-masted rig with a mainsail only. 

(b) SLOOP RIG  

 A single-masted rig with a mainsail and one staysail headsail. 

(c) CUTTER RIG  

 A single-masted rig with more than one staysail headsail. 

(d) KETCH RIG 

 A two-masted rig with the fore mast – the mainmast – taller than the aft 

mast – the mizzenmast – set forward of the rudder stock. 

(e) YAWL RIG 

 A two-masted rig with the fore mast – the mainmast – taller than the aft 

mast – the mizzenmast – set aft of the rudder stock. 

(f) SCHOONER RIG  

 A two-masted rig with the fore mast – the foremast – shorter than, or the 

same height as, the aft mast – the mainmast. 

F.1.3 Spar 

The main structural part(s) of the rig, to, or from which sails are attached 

and/or supported. 

F.1.4 Spar Types 

(a) MAST 

 A spar on which the head or throat of a sail, or a yard, is set. Includes its 

rigging, spreaders, fittings and any corrector weights, but not fittings 

that are not essential to the function of the mast as part of the rig. 

Mast Types: 

(i) MAINMAST 

(a) The only mast in a una rig, sloop rig or cutter rig. 

(b) The fore mast in a ketch rig or yawl rig. 

(c) The aft mast in a schooner rig. 

(ii) FOREMAST 

 The fore mast in a schooner rig. 

(iii) MIZZENMAST 

 The aft mast in a ketch rig or yawl rig. 
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33rd America’s Cup Match 
(“Match”) 

 
From 1st February 2010 to 25th February 2010* 

 
Société Nautique de Genève 

(“Organising Authority”) 
 

Valencia, Spain 
 

NOTICE OF RACE 
(“NOR”) 

 
Incorporating Amendment No.1 from 19 January 2010 

  
 

 
1. RULES 

 
1.1 In accordance with the terms of the Deed of Gift which requires in the 

absence of mutual consent the Match be governed by SNG’s “rules and 
sailing regulations so far as they do not conflict with the provisions of this 
Deed of gift”, the Match will be governed by the following: 

 
(a) the Deed of Gift dated 24th October 1887 as amended by the 

orders of the Supreme Court of the State of New York dated 17th 
December 1956, 20th September 1984, and 5th April 1985;  

 
(b)  this Notice of Race published by the Organising Authority pursuant 

to RRS 89; 
 

(c) the Sailing Instructions to be published by the Race Committee 
pursuant to RRS 90.2; and 

 
(d) the Racing Rules of Sailing for 2009-2012 with Appendix C (“RRS”) 

as amended by the documents precedent and by this NOR.  
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10. THE COURSES 
 
 The courses to be sailed will be as follows: 
 

(a) The first race: twenty (20) nautical miles to windward and return; 
  
(b) The second race: an equilateral triangular race of thirty nine (39) 

nautical miles, the first side of which shall be a beat to windward; 
and 

 
(c) The third race: (if required) twenty (20) nautical miles to windward 

and return. 
 
The races shall be sailed in the above sequence. If a race is re-sailed, the 
course shall not alter. 

 
 
11. SCORING 
 

The winner of the 33rd America’s Cup Match shall be the first boat to win 
two (2) races.  
 
 

12. SUPPORT BOATS  
 
 Support boats of the competitors shall be clearly marked with the name of 

the respective competitor. There will be restrictions on the number, 
positioning, and movement of competitors support boats in the Sailing 
Instructions.  

 
 
13. BERTHING 

  
Boats shall be kept in their assigned places in the Darsena or in the outer 
harbour of the Darsena as notified in the Sailing Instructions.   

 
 
14. RADIO COMMUNICATION 

 

14.1 Except as expressly permitted by this NOR, the Sailing Instructions, or by 
the Race Committee, a boat shall not carry on board while racing any 
equipment capable of: 
 
(a) receiving communications or signals originating outside the boat, 

including without limitation pagers, internet, mobile telephones 
and/or flying devices either attached or linked or not to the boat; 
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